
The Tea Dragon SocietyThe Tea Dragon Society

by Katie O'Neill
When Greta, a blacksmith apprentice, discovers a lost tea dragon
at the marketplace, she learns about the dying art form from
Hesekiel and Erik. ages 7 and up

The prince and the dressmakerThe prince and the dressmaker

by Jen Wang
When Prince Sebastian confides in his dressmaker friend Frances
that he loves to masquerade at night as the fashionable Lady
Crystallia, Frances must decide if Sebastian's secret is worth a
lifetime of living in the shadows. ages 12 and up
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The best at itThe best at it

by Maulik Pancholy
Twelve-year-old Rahul Kapoor, an Indian-American boy growing
up in small-town Indiana, struggles to come to terms with his
identity, including that he may be gay. ages 10 and up

RickRick

by Alex Gino
Privately struggling with his best friend’s bullying personality and
his father’s jokes about hot girls, a middle school student joins his
new school’s Rainbow Spectrum club, where other kids of diverse
gender identities help him find understanding and a sense of
himself. By the award-winning author of George. ages 8 and up

Zenobia JulyZenobia July

by Lisa Bunker
Zenobia July, an excellent coder and hacker, investigates a
mystery while wrestling with the challenges of a new school, a
new family, and presenting her true gender for the first time.
ages 8 and up

To: Night Owl from: DogfishTo: Night Owl from: Dogfish

by Holly Goldberg Sloan
Unhappy about being sent to the same summer camp after their
fathers start dating, Bett and Avery, eleven, eventually begin
scheming to get the couple back together after a break-up.
ages 10 and up

The mighty heart of Sunny St. JamesThe mighty heart of Sunny St. James

by Ashley Herring Blake
After receiving a new heart, twelve-year-old Sunny St. James must
deal with the reappearance of her mother after years of absence,
the loss of her best friend, and her emerging feelings for another
girl. ages 8 and up

The Pants ProjectThe Pants Project

by Cat Clarke
Eleven-year-old Liv fights to change the middle school dress code
requiring girls to wear a skirt and, along the way, finds the courage
to tell his moms he is meant to be a boy. ages 9 - 12

Gracefully GraysonGracefully Grayson

by Ami Polonsky
Hiding the truth about her awareness that she is a girl trapped
inside a male body, Grayson finds new strength to embrace her
true identity from an unexpected friendship and a supportive
teacher. ages 10 and up

The witch boyThe witch boy

by Molly Ostertag
When a boy goes missing during a night of shapeshifting, thirteen-
year-old Astor risks going against family tradition by using his
magic to help locate him. ages 8 and up

Hazel's theory of evolutionHazel's theory of evolution

by Lisa Jenn Bigelow
Hazel knows a lot about the world but feels insecure dealing with
the changes in her life as she enters eighth grade. ages 10 and up

Better Nate than everBetter Nate than ever

by Tim Federle
An eighth-grader who dreams of performing in a Broadway
musical concocts a plan to run away to New York and audition for
the role of Elliot in the musical version of "E.T.". ages 8 and up
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